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Day’s contents

”Silver bullets” of interaction design

More detailed designing, sketching and visualizing of 
interactions

Design as research and intellectual inquiry
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”Silver bullets”

Generally applicable principles for good IX 
design
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Creating understanding of user’s task

People (P):
physical differences, psychological
differences and usage differences

Activities (A): 
temporal aspects, cooperation, complexity, 
security-criticality, the nature of the content

Context (C): 
social context, organizational context and 
physical circumstances

Technologies (T): 
input, output, communication and content
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Available from library 
(printed + e-book)

https://aalto.finna.fi/Search/Results?%20lo
okfor0%5B%5D=Designing+interactive+sy
stems+%3A+a+comprehensive+guide+to
+HCI+and+interaction+design&type0%5B
%5D=Title

https://aalto.finna.fi/Search/Results?%20lookfor0%5B%5D=Designing+interactive+systems+%3A+a+comprehensive+guide+to+HCI+and+interaction+design&type0%5B%5D=Title
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Group exercise (10 min)

Generate an understanding of the user and the task for 
your concept

Use the contents of the previous slide to think user and the task
from different angles

Add more items to each category, since the last slide’s contents
are just an example

Use your sketches and the annotated portfolio as material for this
discussion
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Follow-up group exercise (10 min)

Using your understanding of the user and the task:

Sketch the most important view of your app
What would it contain, with what elements and layout?

Note: this is not intended to be a final design – just your
best guess at this moment.
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Visual layout principles: the Gestalt laws

Origin: Germany 1920–1950

Original sources, Koffka 1935, Wertheimer 1959, Köhler 1969



Gestalt laws in UI design

Law of proximity used to 
differentiate radio buttons from 
check boxes

Law of enclosure used to group 
functionally related items together

Sources: Geoff Hart and Kevin Matz

http://www.geoff-hart.com/articles/2012/gestalt.html
http://architectingusability.com/2011/05/26/using-the-gestalt-laws-of-perception-in-ui-design/


Communicating what user can do, part 1:
Affordances

“Direct perception” of action potential, different for each 
animal depending on its perceptual and action capabilities

Sources: 
Gibson 1979, 
Norman 1988, 
Gaver 1991
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Image by Karen 
Arnold from Pixabay

https://pixabay.com/users/Elionas-2345468/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1312357
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1312357
https://pixabay.com/users/Kaz-19203/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2774513
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2774513


Affordances in IX design

Communicate possibilities for action with their visualization.

Send

Poor 
perceived 
affordance 
of pressing

Good 
perceived 
affordance 
of pressing

Send



Conventions and standards
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Blue text is a hyperlink

Item is clickable if it 
changes when it is 
hovered

Design Systems, 
e.g., Google’s 
Material Design

Commonly
known icons

Order of reading and 
interaction (e.g., in 
popup windows)



Design fashions
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Flat designSkeumorphism

Infinite scroll vs pagination Card-based design



Group exercise (10 min)
Does your view use of the previously presented principles?
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Gestalt laws

Affordances

Conventions and standards

Design fashions



Design heuristics

Heuristics = “Rules of thumb”
“Any approach to problem solving, learning, or discovery that 
employs a practical method, not guaranteed to be optimal, 
perfect, logical, or rational, but instead sufficient for reaching an 
immediate goal.” (Wikipedia)

Design / usability heuristics:
List universal guidelines and principles of good design
Have been derived from research and from practice
Can be used with low cost
Exist in several different sets (see the following slides)
Can be used during design and in evaluation
Do not require presence of users
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Mental models

= “mostly imagined, dynamic models that we use in 
everyday life to think about the world” 
(Eysenck & Keane, 2000 p. 432)
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Black MirrorGame of Thrones Internet

What are the possible reasons why
the flic does not show?



Mental models

DESIGNER

Design 
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SYSTEM
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model

System image



Mental models of interactive systems

User’s mental 
models of the 

task

User interface

User’s mental 
models of the 

system
Designer’s 

mental 
models

System image
(how the system 
actually works)

The task



Using complementarity strengths of humans 
and computers
Humans:

Good at recognition à GUIs
Bad at recall à Command line interfaces

(e.g. order of arguments in a 
function call)

How IDEs help recall

5 10

20 50

Recalling vs recognizing 
the colours of euro notes

Encoding into larger 
chunks of meaning

ACOIDIXD
CRSWRK



Sharing of responsibilities: “cognitive offloading”

Pattern recognition

Intuitive interpretation (e.g., 
“reading between the lines”)

Ill-defined problem solving

Creativity

Brute force solutions
Simulations
Generation of alternatives
Automatable and repetitive tasks
Planning in well-defined problem 
spaces
External memory
Checking for human errors

Suggested reading: Kirsh (1995): The intelligent use of space.



Design heuristics

Checklists that help you remember important
principles during design + help you quickly
evaluate your and others’ designs
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Group exercise (10 min)

Draw quickly 1-2 more views for your concept
+ how user can move between them
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Usability criteria (Norman)

Use both knowledge in the world and in the head

Simplify the structure of tasks

Make things visible

Get the mappings right

Exploit the power of constraints

Design for error

When all else fails: Standardize!

“Seven principles for transforming difficult tasks into simple ones”; 
Norman (1988). The psychology of everyday things.
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UI designed 
without 
critical 

thinking

UI with 
heuristics kept 
in mind during 

design

UI after a 
heuristic 

evaluation*

UI after a 
usability 

evaluation with 
users

num of 
usability 
errors

* Expert-based evaluation of an UI without users against usability heuristics



Usability criteria (Nielsen)

”Usability heuristics”; Nielsen (1993). Usability engineering.
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

Visibility of 
system 
status

Match 
between 

system and 
the real world

User control 
and freedom

Consistency 
and 

standards

Error 
prevention

Recognition 
rather than 

recall

Flexibility and 
efficiency of 

use

Aesthetic and 
minimalist 

design

Help users 
recognize, 
diagnose, 

and recover 
from errors

Help and 
documen-

tation

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/


Usability criteria (Shneiderman)

”Eight golden rules”; Shneiderman (1988). Designing the user interface. 

1
Strive 

for 
consistency

2
Enable 

frequent 
users to use 

shortcuts

3
Offer 

informative 
feedback

4
Design 

dialog to 
yield closure

5
Offer simple 

error 
handling

6
Permit easy 
reversal of 

actions

7
Support 
internal 
locus of 
control

8
Reduce 

short-term 
memory load



Usability criteria (Shneiderman)

Shneiderman (1980). Software Psychology.

Easy to learn Efficient Memorable

Designed for 
error

Satisfaction



Pair exercise after the following slides

You’ll discuss with a pair:

1. Which heuristics you did not understand?
Unfamiliar terms etc.

2. Which heuristics did not make sense?
E.g. if you think that a heuristic does not improve usability
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Pair exercise 10 min

Discuss with a pair:

1. Which heuristics you did not understand?
Unfamiliar terms etc.

2. Which heuristics did not make sense?
E.g. if you think that a heuristic does not improve usability
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Use both knowledge in the world and in the 
head

Simplify the structure of tasks

Make things visible

Get the mappings right

Exploit the power of constraints

Design for error

When all else fails: Standardize!

Visibility of system status
Match between system and the real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover 
from errors
Error prevention
Recognition rather than recall
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help and documentation

Strive for consistency
Enable frequent users to use shortcuts
Offer informative feedback
Design dialog to yield closure
Offer simple error handling
Permit easy reversal of actions
Support internal locus of control
Reduce short-term memory load

Easy to learn
Efficient
Memorable
Designed for error
Satisfaction

1. Which heuristics you do not understand?
2. Which heuristics do not make sense?



Group exercise (10 min)

Identify possible design heuristics violations in your
interaction sketch

In this exercise, focus only on the two highlighted heuristics:
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Visibility of 
system 
status
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More rules of thumb

Discoverability
Signifiers (affordances)
Giving feedback
Conceptual Models and Mental Models
Mappings
Constraints
Consistency, Standards, and Heuristics
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Patterns and Learnability
Visual Hierarchy and Emphasis
Fitts’ Law
Gutenberg Diagram, Z- and F-
Pattern Layouts
Recognition Rather than Recall
Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
Error Prevention

Miklos Philips: Boost Your UX with These Successful Interaction Design Principles. 
https://www.toptal.com/designers/interactive/interaction-design-principles

Almost unlimited amount of lists exist with some overlap, e.g.,

https://www.toptal.com/designers/interactive/interaction-design-principles


And still more rules of thumb…

Ritter et al. (2014), p. 47:
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Group exercise (5 min)

Take up again your analysis of the user and the task

Using it, create a user scenario of a typical situation where
the user performs the task
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Avoiding cognitive conflicts: 
Multiple resources theory
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4 dimensions:
1. Modalities
2. Stages of 

processing
3. Response types
4. Focal vs 

ambient (only 
the visual 
channel)

+ Motor conflict
(e.g., use of hands)

Image: Ritter et al. (2014). Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems, p. 140

3D conflict 2D conflict No resource conflict1D conflict

1

2

3
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2

3
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Group exercise

Analyse the use scenario using the multiple resources
theory

Is your app causing cognitive conflicts to the user?
What other modalities and interaction methods would be
better in your design?
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A good source on cognition in IxD

Available as a PDF from Aalto Library at aalto.finna.fi



What will happen on Monday’s
lecture

Sketching a more complete user interface
Choosing a design challenge for your next
week’s deliverable
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Before you leave for lunch:

Test your computer on the video projector

or

Send your crit presentation to me
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